






determination of attorneys' fees , in February 2016, the 

Federal Circuit, in a non-precedential opinion, held that the 

District Court did not abuse its discretion in denying attorney 

fees, thus again precluding Newegg from collecting .15 

However, in another win for those who believe patents 

are too easy to get, the United States Supreme Court , in a 

unanimous decision, invalidated four more software patents , 

thereby overruling every patent case that came before it 

during the 2013-2014 term. 

The case, Alice Corporation Pty. Ltd, v CLS Bank 

International eta!., 16 concerned software that was used 

on a computer to escrow funds between buyers and 

sellers, minimizing settlement risk . The Court was tasked 

with clari fying when an analytical method (i.e ., escrowing) 

performed on a computer is eligible for a patent. The Court 

made this determination using Section 101 of the Patent 

Act. 

Some pundits wondered why the Court focused its 

inquiry on a Section 101 analysis, and why it ultimately 

issued a judge-made rule, when it could have easily 

invalidated the patents under Section 1 03 of the Patent Act. 

That section precludes from patent protection any invention 

that is obviousY Thus, if prior art exists, an invention is 

obvious and the patent cannot stand. 

Section 101 , on the other hand, requires that an 

invention be new and useful , 18 precluding from patent 
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protection any invention that is abstract, although the word 

'abstract' comes from judicial interpretation; it does not 

appear in the code. Section 101 is a gatekeeper statute; if an 

invention does not pass 101 muster, there is no 103 analysis. 

One reason the Court used Section 101 is because 

the issue on appeal was not whether the claims in the 

application were obvious in light of prior art. Rather, it 

was whether the claims were valid and eligible for patent 

protection; a 101 question. 

Section 101 , a very short statute, "needs a level of 

interpretation," says Nazer, explaining why the Court issued 

a judge-made rule. The Section 101 analysis is important 

because, he says, "if abstract ideas are patentable, then 103 

is not enough." 

Is Software Patentable Post-Alice? 

Interestingly, although software patents were at issue in 

Alice, the Court did not use the word 'software ' a single time 

in its 17-page decision. 

While the Court invalidated Alice 's software patents, 

it did not exclude software as a class worthy of patent 

protection. In following an older decision, the Court simply 

reiterated that the invention must be patent -worthy in itself 

regardless of the language (software or otherwise) in which it 

is conveyed .19 

This is crucial to the software industry. Aside from 

software being one of the most important economic drivers 

in the United States, virtually every industry relies on it. The 

U.S. software market contributed more than $276 billion to 

the nation's economy in 2009, according to an amicus brief 

filed by IBM in Alice. 20 IBM alone invests $3 billion annually 

in software R&D. 21 Uncertainty as to whether software as a 

category is patent-eligible would put software innovation at 

risk. 

Does Alice Fix Things? 

Ultimately, the patents in Alice were invalidated because they 

claimed an abstract idea in violation of Section 1 01 of the 

Patent Act. 22 Regardless, Alice represents a big change in the 

law. Previously, the Federal Circuit treated programmed generic 

computers as new machines, making them patentable. The 

Court had previously undermined this interpretation, doing so 

again in A/ice.23 

"Just because an invention uses a general purpose 

computer, doesn't make it patent-eligible," says Yedidsion. 

The Court noted that escrow has existed as far back 

as the 19th century. Thus, using a third -party intermediary 

to address settlement risk is an abstract idea and there is 

no inventive concept in having that process performed on a 

generic computer. 

The Court articulated a framework to determine whether 

an invention was invalid due to abstractness under Section 

101 .24 
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